Parents Guide to English
English at Three Legged Cross First and Nursery School

We hope you find this guide helpful in explaining what
we do here at Three Legged Cross First School and
Nursery.

Phonics
In their first years in Nursery and Reception children begin to
learn the sound that matches each letter in the alphabet, the
sounds that combinations of letters make e.g. /sh/, /ee/, /er/
and how to blend sounds together to make a whole word. The children then use these
skills to begin to decode (sound out) new words. Children will then build on their phonic
knowledge until they eventually read new texts confidently, fluently and spell words
accurately. When we read each sound in a word, we use sound talk and robot arms to
segment and then clap our hands slowly together to blend and say the whole word. The
children also learn how to identify ‘tricky words’ from sight such as ‘the’ ‘to’ ‘was’ by
saying the sounds and realising that bit that doesn’t sound right, as it does not
correspond to the sound.
How can you help at home?
Once your child recognises some sounds encourage them to use their phonics when
reading any books, signs, labels at home by saying each sound (segmenting) and then
blending them together from left to right. You could even cover up the pictures in their
books so that they can’t guess and then talk about them afterwards. You could also play
word games like ‘I spy’ to challenge your child, a matching game with a range of words
that match an initial letter sound e.g. /ch/ & cherry or say the sound that goes with the
picture. There are lots of fun and engaging games you can play at home, why not try some;
www.twinkl.co.uk
www.phonicsplay.co.uk
www.mrthornedoesphonics.com

Phonics Screening Check

In Year 1 children will take a statutory ‘Phonics Screening
Check’, a tool for checking pupils’ phonic knowledge and to
ensure children are making good progress. The check
includes 40 words that the children may or may not have
seen before and they are asked to use their phonic skills to
decode them. Some of the words are nonsense words or
pseudo words; this is to ensure children are not just relying
on their memory.

English skills

Children are taught grammar, spelling patterns and phonics in phase groups. Within each
lesson the children revise previous sounds, learn new sounds, practice reading or spelling
those sounds and then apply what they have learnt to reading and spelling words or
sentences.

Library
Regular library time is timetabled weekly for each class. It is
important that children bring their library book into school every
week. There is a large selection of both fiction and non-fiction
books to choose from.

Reading

Children can benefit hugely by exposure to books from an early age.
Lots of opportunities should be provided for children to engage with
books and sharing books leads to children seeing them as a source of
pleasure and interest. In our school we use a variety of reading
schemes, which makes learning to read fun. The reading record can
tell you whether your child has enjoyed a particular book and shows
problems or successes he or she has had, either at home or at
school.
How can you help at home?
• Encourage your child to pretend to 'read' a book before he or she can read words.
Predict what might happen.
• Visit the library as often as possible.
• Schedule a regular time for reading - perhaps when you get
home from school or just before bed.
• Look for books on topics that you know your child is
interested in - maybe dragons, insects, cookery or a certain
sport.
• Remember to sign and comment in your child’s reading record
once you have heard them read.
Reading Strategies and Skills
• Ensure they know where to start reading and the print is read from left to right.
• Point to the text as you read, matching one spoken word to one written word and
allow children to follow with their finger if they wish to.
• Relate and link the text to the pictures to ensure they understand the meaning.
• Use the context in order to make sense of the story – look at the words before
and after a word in the sentence or paragraph.
• Once they can read with confidence help them to focus on chunks in words
(syllables), such as bark/ed rather than sounding out every letter.
• Ask questions about what your child has read.

Spoken Language

Children are encouraged to listen and respond appropriately to adults and other
children. Children are encouraged to ask relevant questions to extend their
understanding and build vocabulary and knowledge. We expect children to explain
their answers to questions, arguments and opinions. Children will participate in
discussions, presentations, performances and debates.
How can you support your child?
• Encourage your child to talk to you about their day and what they enjoy about
their learning.

Writing

We hope that children will develop a love of writing. It is important
that children attempt to write using their phonics skills, knowledge
of spelling patterns and high frequency words. Writing targets are
set and discussed with the children (and parents at parents evening)
and reviewed on a regular basis. Writing targets are kept in the
child’s English book you are welcome to see these.
Children will develop a fluent cursive (joined) handwriting style. In the Foundation Stage
children are encouraged to develop their gross motor and fine motor skills, use a range of
mark making tools and hold a pencil correctly. The joining style we use is a cursive script.
Technical language is used to describe groups of letters such as ascenders (b, d, h, k,
and l ) and descenders (g, j, p, q and y ). The letters are joined fluently using horizontal
and diagonal lines. Capital letters are not joined. Children in Key Stage 2 with exceptional
handwriting are able to write with a pen.

How can you support your child at home?

Praise your child for making phonetically plausible attempts at spelling words in their
writing. They will become more aware of alternative spellings for phonemes and will learn
ways of knowing which spelling to use.

Home Learning
Home Learning is set once a week. Children are encouraged to apply the skills that they
have learnt in school independently to this work. Home Learning tasks are blogged weekly
on your child’s class page of our website.

How can you support your child?
•
•

Encourage your child to be independent
Support your child to complete their Home Learning task/s on time.

We are a friendly and approachable team, if you have any queries about your
child’s learning then please speak to your child’s teacher.
Thank you for your support.

